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Something happens when you talk 
with us at Columbia Business School 
Executive Education… 

We listen, and for one simple reason. At Columbia 
Business School Executive Education, we want 
your investment to be worth it. In finance, it would 
be a return on investment, or ROI. In professional 
development, we think of it as your return on learning, 
or ROL.

Nowhere is our commitment to your ROL more  
evident than in our Advanced Management Program. 
The 27-day program provides time, space, and 
resources for senior executives to learn from Columbia 
Business School faculty members and practitioners 
dedicated to developing truly transformative leaders.

When joining the Advanced Management Program, 
you become part of an international network of high-
achieving, inspirational executives. And Columbia 
Business School alumni benefits will be an invaluable 
career resource.
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The curriculum for the Advanced Management Program blends three 
overarching themes that encompass the key drivers of effective, visionary 
leadership. Throughout the program, these themes are fused together to 
deliver individual and organizational ROI.

PROGRAM PILLARS

ADVANCED
MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

Leading
Authentically

Thinking
Strategically

Executing
Dynamically
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LEADING AUTHENTICALLY
Great leadership starts with self-awareness.  You will 
examine, reflect on, and strengthen the building blocks 
of your personal leadership abilities, identify and 
analyze your leadership strengths and weaknesses, and 
cement your growth mindset to empower yourself and 
others  in your organization.

THINKING STRATEGICALLY
Some of the greatest challenges leaders face are 
creating strategic initiatives, managing different 
business challenges among their business units, 
and driving results. Learn how innovation happens 
while creating a winning proposition to enhance your 
business’s competitive advantage at every level of your 
organization.

EXECUTING DYNAMICALLY
You are already a proven  leader when you enter the 
program. You will build  upon your expertise, acquiring 
new methods to  harness the power of aligned teams to  
drive success and implement change.

PROGRAM PILLARS
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COMPREHENSIVE EXECUTIVE COACHING

At the Advanced Management Program, the journey of intellectual, 
personal, and professional growth begins before arriving in New York and 
lasts beyond the last day of the program. A team of faculty and staff is 
dedicated to creating an overarching learning experience that extends well 
beyond the four weeks of the program.



ONBOARDING CALL
During a call with the program director, discuss objectives and gain 
greater insight into how Columbia’s approach to senior executive  
development will support your and your organization’s goals.

BRIDGING THEORY TO PRACTICE EXERCISE
A short and impactful online exercise designed to begin considering 
factors that may influence the return on learning from the program.

360 ASSESSMENT SURVEY
Managers, direct reports, and peers provide comprehensive and  
specific feedback on your leadership in an online survey prior to the 
start of the program.

360 ASSESSMENT
Take a deep dive into the 360 assessment results with an executive 
coach during the first half of the program.

DIVERSITY OF TEAMS: EXPERIENTIAL EXECUTIVE COACHING
An experiential simulation session designed to learn and practice 
conceptual frameworks for working in diverse teams.

LIVING CASE PEER-TO-PEER COACHING
Guided by faculty, cohort members work together to address a  
specific business challenge they are currently facing.

3-, 6-, AND 12-MONTH VIRTUAL COACHING SESSIONS
Three complimentary one-hour sessions with the executive coach to 
support your success postprogram.

POSTPROGRAM CALL
Reconnect with the program director to help you maintain the  
trajectory of learning and help maintain your progression as a leader.
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COMPREHENSIVE EXECUTIVE COACHING
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IMPACT

Individual ROI Organizational ROI

•  Return to your organization  
with an action plan for a  
business challenge you are 
currently facing

•  Acquire a tool kit to solve 
organizational problems immediately 
upon return to your organization

•  Learn how to lead authentically, 
examine leadership talents, and 
address areas for development

•  Apply bulletproof methods to  
build culture and develop high-
performing teams

•  Deliver critical leadership 
messages with the help of our 
strategic decision-making sessions

•  Drive company performance  
while effectively managing  
internal and external  
stakeholders

•  Execute dynamically by  
learning how to create  
support around goals

•  Develop strategic thinking  
to move your company’s  
strategy forward

•  Become a more effective 
negotiator

•  Bring innovation to your organization  
by developing a growth mindset

•  Overcome adversity and 
complexity by learning how to be 
agile and adapt to uncertainty

•  Formulate and address 
organizational questions by 
converting data into insights

Our focus is the same as yours: growth and an immediate and 
long-lasting return on investment. At the Advanced Management 
Program, you can expect the following:
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PROGRAM COHORT

Executives are among the most diverse and sought-after business minds:  
the School’s faculty members, industry experts speaking at the program,  
and your fellow executive leaders in the classroom.

“The participants came from virtually all 
over the world and from every sector—
commercial, military, academic, profit,  
and nonprofit. It was pretty much the most 
diverse team that I’ve ever worked with.”

ALUMNI NETWORK

Upon completion of the 

program, participants earn 

select Columbia Business 

School alumni benefits, 

joining a network of more 

than 46,000 alumni. 

Benefits include:

•   A 25 percent tuition benefit for yourself and up to four 

colleagues each year for programs lasting up to seven days

•   Global Columbia Business School alumni networking 

opportunities

•   Access to Columbia Business School Alumni Career 

Services resources, including unique career content, a job 

board, an online networking platform, the alumni directory, 

and more

•   A lifetime Columbia Business School forwarding email 

address

•   Subscriptions to Columbia Business School alumni 

publications

•   Eligibility to join a Columbia Business School alumni club

 Joerg Biebernick
Former Participant of the Advanced Management Program 
and President of Kimberly-Clark Latin America
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LEARNING BY DOING Columbia Business School’s Advanced Management Program is the 
most experiential of its kind. 

By weaving together more than 50 program sessions—combining 
lectures, workshops, discussions, and experiential-learning 
opportunities—we take learning outside the conventional academic 
environment to deliver the most impactful, transformational 
experience. Here, leadership lessons are learned by doing them. 

Leadership: From One into Many. Great leaders need to first 
understand themselves in order to inspire others. Columbia 
Business School professors lead sessions focusing on your 
individuality and personal leadership. One-on-one coaching on 
leadership practicalities and values will help you connect with 
peers and direct reports in new ways.

Organizing to Innovate. Successful organizations know the 
significance of innovation in business. Faculty thought leaders 
help you examine strategic innovation and patterns that encourage 
new ideas. A world-renowned orchestra and improvisational 
actors help you see—and hear—how innovation manifests itself in 
untraditional environments.

Alignment: Getting Everyone to Pull Together. Even the best 
strategy fails if an organization isn’t aligned to execute it. 
Columbia’s Global Leadership Matrix project shows you how 
networks can create more responsive organizations. Then, Olympic 
rowers take you on the water to show you how you can create 
cohesion and perform in sync as a team.

New York City. Many sessions take advantage of our unique 
location, so participants can experience the vibrant living 
laboratory that is New York City. Recent sessions in New York City 
have included:

Leadership Lessons in Shakespeare
Examine the role of “power plays” with Columbia’s world-renowned 
Shakespeare scholar James Shapiro at a Broadway theater.

Stakeholder Management:  
Building the World Trade Center Memorial 
Experience the dramatic example of the decision-making 
process for creating the 9/11 memorial.

Leadership Jazz
At a New York City jazz club, witness world-class musicians 
using balanced responsiveness, skill, innovation, and initiative 
to work together and succeed.



THE PROGRAM COHORT

32%
NORTH AMERICA

7%
SOUTH AMERICA

10%
AFRICA &  

MIDDLE EAST

12%
EUROPE

27%
ASIA

12%
OCEANIA

1–99 9%
100–999 28%

1,000–9,999 34%

10,000+ 29%

Geographic Location

Company Size
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OTHER INDUSTRIES

20%

SHIPPING & 
TRANSPORTATION

6%

MANUFACTURING

8%

ENERGY & RESOURCES

6%
CONSULTING
5%

16–2026% 11–15 31% >21 20%<10

Industry

Years of Management Experience

23%

INSURANCE

7%

GOVERNMENT

10%

EDUCATION

2%

FINANCE / ACCOUNTING

21%

CONSUMER  
PACKAGED GOODS

3%
IT & TECHNOLOGY

4%

Source:  
Advanced Management Program Aggregated Participant Profile,  
Spring 2016–Fall 2018

HEALTH CARE

8%

THE PROGRAM COHORT
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WHAT PAST PARTICIPANTS  
ARE SAYING

Haris Fadzilah Hassan
Director of Commercial and Land Management  
at Mass Rapid Transit Corporation Malaysia

“The Advanced Management Program  
was an opportunity to take stock and  
understand where you are in your  
leadership journey.”

Stephen Doberstein
Chief Scientific Officer and Senior Vice President  
of Research at Nektar Therapeutics

“My colleagues have commented that 
I seem more energized and engaged. 
That’s because I’m now directing my  
communications more authentically.”

Michelle McPherson
CFO and Deputy CEO at nib holdings limited group

“The program is incredibly valuable, and 
I’ll be grateful for this experience for 
many years to come.”

Charles Mudiwa
Chief Executive at Stanbic Bank Zambia

“I have a better understanding of myself  
as a leader, and I’m more confident that  
I can make the change that I want to 
see.”

96% say the New York 
City location of 
Columbia Business 
School Executive 
Education contributed 
to a unique learning 
experience.

Source:  
2018 Global Past Participant Survey

96% say the concepts 
taught at the Advanced 
Management Program 
are pertinent to today’s 
rapidly-changing 
business climate.

100% say Columbia 
Business School 
Executive Education 
prepared them to 
address their business 
challenges.
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MEET THE FACULTY

Bruce Craven
Program Director 
Adjunct Associate Professor, Executive Education

As program director, Bruce Craven partners with the faculty 
director, Columbia teams, and visiting faculty to deliver a 
transformational educational experience. He also leads the 
pre- and postprogram coaching efforts. Concurrent with his 
work in executive education, he has pursued a career as a 
writer; his credits include a published novel and a produced 
screenplay. He received a BA in politics and literature from 
the University of California at Santa Cruz and an MFA in 
creative writing from Columbia University.

Paul Ingram
Faculty Director 
Kravis Professor of Business, Management Division

Paul Ingram earned his PhD from Cornell University, and 
he was on the faculty of Carnegie Mellon University before 
coming to Columbia. He has held visiting professorships at 
Tel Aviv University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University and the 
University of Toronto. His research has been published in more 
than sixty articles, book chapters and books. Ingram’s current 
research examines the intersection between culture and social 
networks. He has consulted on issues of organizational design 
and strategy to leading companies in the finance, health care, 
insurance, energy, and consumer products industries.
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More than 50 Columbia Business School and Columbia University 
faculty members and industry experts contribute to the program, 
including the following:

Oded Netzer
Professor of Business, 
Marketing Division

Adam Galinsky
Vikram S. Pandit Professor of 
Business; Chair of Management 
Division

Doron Nissim
Ernst & Young Professor  
of Accounting and Finance,
Accounting Division

Katherine Phillips
Reuben Mark Professor of 
Organizational Character,
Management Division

Raymond Horton
Frank R. Lautenberg Professor  
of Ethics and Corporate 
Governance, Management 
Division; Faculty Director, 
Programs in Social Enterprise

Willie Pietersen
Professor of the Practice  
of Management,  
Management Division

Sheena S. Iyengar
S. T. Lee Professor of Business,  
Management Division

Tano Santos
David L. and Elsie M. Dodd  
Professor of Finance,  
Finance Division; 
Co-Director, Heilbrunn Center  
for Graham & Dodd Investing

Rita McGrath
Faculty of Columbia Business 
School Executive Education;  
World-Renowned Strategist

Miklos Sarvary
Carson Family Professor of Business, 
Marketing Division; 
Co-Faculty Director, Media and  
Technology Program

Modupe Akinola
Sanford C. Bernstein and Co. Associate 
Professor of Leadership and Ethics, 
Management Division

Vanessa Burbano 
Assistant Professor,  
Management Division 

MEET THE FACULTY
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TWO SCHEDULING OPTIONS

CONTACT US

FOUR CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
Executives spend the first two and a half weeks at an exclusive off-site 
conference center, then come to New York City for the remainder of the program.

2×2 OPTION
Experience the Advanced Management Program in two convenient two-week 
modules with program support in between. Between modules, executives start 
implementing their learning, receive coaching on their progress, and continue to 
develop designated personal and business projects.

Are you ready to join us At the Very Center of Business™ and take your 
organizational impact to the next level at the Advanced Management Program?

Contact Jennifer Goez, director of learning solutions, at +1 212-854-1445 
or jennifer.goez@gsb.columbia.edu with any questions or for a personal 
conversation about the program.

The Advanced Management Program at Columbia Business School is the only 
one of its kind that offers the convenience of two scheduling options— because 
we understand that time is a precious commodity. Experience  
the program in four consecutive weeks or in our unique 2×2 format.
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Executive Education 
Armstrong Hall, 4th Floor 
2880 Broadway 
New York, NY 10025

www.gsb.columbia.edu/execed 
execed@gsb.columbia.edu 

+1 212-854-3395

THE HERMES SYMBOL
The Hermes [hur-meez] symbol was adopted as Columbia 
Business School’s emblem because of the Greek god’s  
association with trade, commerce, and travel.


